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Abstract. The secure integration of RFID technology into the personal
network paradigm, as a context-aware technology which complements
body sensor networks, would provide notable benefits to applications
and potential services of the personal network (PN). RFID security
as an independent technology is reaching an adequate maturity level
thanks to research in recent years; however, its integration into the PN
model, interaction with other network resources, remote users and service providers requires a specific security analysis and an architecture
prepared to support these resource-constrained pervasive technologies.
This paper provides such PN architecture and analysis. Aspects such as
the management of personal tags as members of the PN, the authentication and secure communication of PN nodes and remote users with the
context-aware technologies, and the enforcement of security and privacy
policies are discussed in the architecture.
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Introduction

The emerging personal network paradigm enables the communication of all the
user’s devices and services in a flexible, secure, self-organizing and user friendly
manner. This network paradigm should provide a base for personal and contextaware service provision as well as enable the communication with wide area
networks (e.g. Internet of Things) in order to connect to remote devices or networks and offer complex and comprehensive services.
A key technology in the realization of this network paradigm are wireless
body sensor networks (BSNs), formed by tiny wearable sensor nodes which,
depending on the desire applications, consistently monitor user’s physiological
parameters (e.g. blood pressure, electrocardiogram or glucose level), recognize
?
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the user’s current activity in, either, personal (e.g. walking, reading, sleeping) or
professional (e.g. repairing an airplane or controlling a fire ) arenas, or monitor
parameters such as temperature, humidity or radiation levels of the surrounding
environment. These features are driving the adoption of BSNs in several areas
ranging from elderly care and patient monitoring to novel applications in military
and consumer electronics.
Although commonly overlooked as a member of the emerging personal network paradigm, another key and crucial technology in the realization of the
pervasive computing vision, and the technology that is really enabling the integration of computation and communication capabilities to common and low-cost
everyday objects is RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification). RFID enables the
unique identification of an object as well as provide additional data about the
item (e.g. characteristics or history log) by attaching or embedding an RFID
tag. ITU describes RFID technology as one of the pivots that will enable the
upcoming Internet of Things, turning regular objects into smart ones[1], while
the European Commission expects that the use of this technology will multiple by five during the next decade. The widespread adoption of this technology
combined with the novel applications enabled collides with the potential privacy and security threats that its penetration on the user’s personal belongings
and documentation may arise. Due to this, the research community has devoted notable efforts in minimizing potential security risks by proposing a huge
range of mutual authentication protocols[2], privacy protection schemes[3] and
lightweight cryptographic algorithms[4] for this promising technology, in order to
avoid unauthorized access to personal RFID tags, user’s tracking and profiling.
As presented later in this paper, the secure integration of RFID technology
into the PN paradigm as a context-aware technology which complements BSNs
provides notable benefits to the knowledge and potential services of the PN.
Security of RFID as an independent technology is reaching an adequate maturity level thanks to research advances in recent years; however, its integration
into the PN model, interaction with other network resources, remote users and
service providers requires a specific security analysis and a secure PN architecture prepared to support these heterogeneous pervasive technologies. Although
an increasing amount of research is focusing on the personal network paradigms
with the proposal of some network architectures[5–7], and the benefits of the integration of wireless sensor networks and RFID technology have already driven
the proposal of several architectures for the collaboration of these technologies in
different scenarios[8–10], to the best of our knowledge, no architecture has introduced the secure integration of RFID and wireless sensor networks technologies
in personal networks. This paper exposes the benefits of the collaboration of
RFID and sensor technologies in PN networks, analyzes how this integration
could be achieved and defines a secure PN architecture which provides the foundations in order to securely register and maintain the personal tags as members
of the PN, authenticate and authorize PN nodes and remote devices in their
requests to access these context-aware technologies, provide a secure tunnel to
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communicate with this non IP-enabled entities and enforce the fulfilment of security and privacy policies in these communications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the advantages and limitations of the integration of RFID and BSNs in personal networks. Section 3
presents our concept of the personal network, types of nodes and alternatives in
the integration of RFID and sensors. Section 4 introduces the modules of our secure PN architecture proposal. Section 5 analyzes the secure management of PN
nodes and communication with context-aware technologies in the architecture.
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Convenience of the Integration of RFID and PNs

Even if BSNs provide context awareness to the PN gathering information on
the physiological parameters of the owner, his activities and environment, the
snapshot of the surrounding reality is far from complete and the knowledge
handled by the information system to monitorize and support the user is open
to further contributions. RFID technology greatly complements BSNs in order to
provide a more comprehensive vision of the user’s current state and context. In
particular, RFID enhances the features of the network in the following aspects:
– Reach further : thanks to the extreme miniaturization of RFID tags, ability to
harvest the energy required for operation during the reading process and low
cost, RFID allows spreading computation and communication capabilities to
a much wider range of consumer products, furniture, building components
and personal belongings than wireless sensor nodes, substantially enhancing
the number of nodes, quality and quantity of data handled by the personal
network. However, at the same time, these novel RFID-enabled personal
items only feature highly resource-constrained capabilities and lightweight
cryptography rising potential security and privacy risks into the PN.
– Detect presence: RFID technology allows the network to recognize the presence and absence of individual objects which are carried by the user or in
his context in a specific period of time. The fact that a particular item is
present denotes information about the tools the user has available and range
of potential actions, in order to support and help the user, enable services
of the network triggered by the current activity or achieve special privileges
in the surrounding environment thanks to the possession of distinguished
items. Therefore, such presence information should be accessible to authorized local or remote entities in the provision of their services, but blocked
from potential attackers and rogue users.
– Characteristics of personal items: tags can provide further information on the
characteristics of each objects. The description and metadata about the items
must be provided in a standardized format in such a way that the personal
network can seamlessly obtain this information, increase its knowledge on
the situation where the user is immerse and features of available items, and
use it to improve its services.
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– On-item history log: tags can maintain a log about previous interactions of
the personal item, places, ownerships or relevant facts. This type of historical
item data defined for each type of personal object would further enhance the
quality of the information handled by the PN, as well as the forensic data
gathered to detect rogue actors, intrusions and attacks.
– Secure and transparent management of personal data: a significant portion of
personal data (including certificate of personal life events, academic qualifications, medical and monetary documents, personal writings and reports) are
currently handled in paper-based documentation. The integration of RFID
technology into personal documentation will provide a seamless link with
the digital world for agile and automated processing of its contents, as well
as enable the use of advanced security mechanisms extensively addressed in
electronic documents and piooner hybrid personal documents (e.g. the comprehensive ePassport security mechanisms) without sacrificing the reliability
and convenience provided by the physical support.
– User authentication: the integration of this technology in identification cards
and documentation enables the secure identification and authentication of
the user in his PN, surrounding context or even access remote networks and
services with minimal user interaction, but advanced security properties.
Therefore, a secure integration of RFID technology into the PN can greatly
enhance the context aware services of the network. In fact, RFID technology
can be considered as an additional sensing source, where, instead of sensing
parameters such as temperature or humidity, the network senses which items
are present and relevant metadata. From this perspective, the RFID reader acts
as an additional sensor node, which senses this particular type of data about the
context based on the support of passive nodes (i.e. the RFID tags). Although
the integration of RFID and sensor technologies brings multiple benefits to the
personal network, most RFID tags only implement lightweight cryptography and
feature highly constrained memory and computation capabilities rising potential
security risks in the PN. Moreover, the heterogeneous resources between RFID,
sensors and other personal devices highlight the need of an adequate secure
communication model with personal tags in the PN architecture.

3

Network Architecture of the PN

Our vision of the personal network paradigm focuses on the definition of a secure
network architecture for the integration of RFID technology in the core PAN,
the immediate sphere of nodes surrounding the user, and the communication of
this enhanced core network with remote nodes (e.g. clusters of personal devices
at remote locations, other personal networks or central monitoring servers). As
related literature [6, 7], we consider a centralized network architecture where the
master device supports PN communications and network management, while
special emphasis is focused on the integration of the two foundation technologies for context awareness: wireless sensor networks and RFID technology. In
particular, we assume the following types of nodes (see Figure 1):
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– Master device: a device with no serious computational and memory constraints. This node incorporates reasonable battery life; the user interacts
with it frequently and guarantees its functional state or incorporates energy
harvesting features so that its continuous operation can be assumed. The
node integrates communication interfaces to interact with external and wide
area networks (e.g. 3G/UMTS, LTE or Wimax) and is usually carried by
the user. Although specific devices could emerge in the upcoming future to
fulfil this role, the widespread smartphones already satisfy this profile.
– Wireless sensor nodes: provide a significant amount of information about
physiological parameters of the user and his activity. A wide range of sensor
features, sensing variables and locations on the user are possible, and they
should be adapted to the purpose and potential applications of the personal
network. The PN could include a base station which manages the sensor
nodes and aggregates their data or this function could be integrated in other
nodes such as the master device.
– RFID tags: identify and keep data related to the personal tagged items. Different types of RFID technology would coexist for different purposes. For
example, passive UHF tags such as EPC Gen2 tags are more adequate for
personal objects (e.g. clothes, glasses or professional tools) as they fulfil the
identification and reduced data management requirements of these items
while featuring low cost per tag and long reading distance, however they
present more constrained resources. On the other side, personal documentation would benefit from advanced cryptographic security mechanisms such
as the ones available in passive HF RFID tags based on ISO/IEC 14443.
Along the same lines as wireless sensor nodes, active RFID technology provide sensing and less constrained computational capabilities in case a more
advance item monitorization is necessary.
– RFID reader(s): in charge of identifying and recovering the data stored in the
personal tagged items. Multi-standard or more than one reader is required
to communicate with the different types of RFID technology. Portable and
handheld UHF passive readers are able to seamlessly access tagged personal
items in the sphere surrounding the user while HF passive readers (such as
those integrated in some smartphone models[12]) do require close proximity to hybrid personal documentation during the communication process. In
case the personal tag requires a short reading distance, notification (through
input/output devices) and explicit user interaction could be required to complete de communication.
– Input/output devices: in addition to all-in-one smartphones, additional technologies are expected to emerge in order to provide convenient and unobtrusive methods for explicit interaction of the user including data input (e.g.
tactile panels in clothes, sensor equipped bracelets) and output (e.g. headmounted displays, augmented reality glasses).
– Advanced gadgets: appliances and devices owned by the user and useful for
particular jobs (e.g. GPS device, music players, digital cameras and gaming
devices). These devices participate in a non-continuous basis in the network enabling additional features and services, and present less resource
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constrained characteristics than the core context-aware technologies of the
PN (i.e. sensor and RFID nodes).

Remote services
Home cluster

RFID-enabled
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Input/output devices
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Wide area network
Office network
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Master device

Advanced gadgets
RFID-enabled User context

Remote PNs
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Fig. 1. Outline of communications in the personal network

4

Software Components in the PN Architecture

Our proposal is not the first contribution of a software architecture for personal
networks. Existing literature[5–7] has already worked in this arena providing a
general architecture for this novel network paradigm which already addresses a
wide spectrum of network management issues for generic personal devices. While
these previous works provide a good foundation for the development of PNs, a
generic approach do not take into account how to achieve the secure integration
of RFID technology in the PN.
Remote entities which require communicating with the tags are not able to
address them directly (e.g. RFID tags do not have their own IP address and
remote entities should not burden with their current location inside the PN or
RFID readers in range). Furthermore, due to the potential leakage of personal
data and potential threats to owner’s privacy, user’s privacy policies should be
enforced in any communication with personal items. Due to this, the PN should
manage the secure addressing and access to personal tags, ensuring the fulfilment
of security requirements in these communications.
In the realization of our vision, the PN should provide support to the secure
collaboration of the heterogeneous nodes which coexist in the network, as well as
their interaction with external entities. To achieve this purpose, personal devices
need to be recognized as members of the PN, providing secure mechanisms to
initialize new nodes or transfer ownership from other parties. The members of
the PN and authorized external entities require maintaining updated keys and
credentials in the network, as well as being able to establish secure communications with other network nodes (including nodes based on incompatible network
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technologies). During the communications, entities must be authenticated and
the fulfilment of security and privacy policies must be enforced. In order to
meet these requirements, we propose a PN architecture based on the following
modules and behaviour (see Figure 2):
– PN Members Database: in charge of maintaining a database of the nodes
that are recognized as nodes of the personal network. The database should
maintain metadata related to each unique node during their membership in
the network such as addressing data (e.g. IP, MAC, PN address), cryptographic materials (e.g. digital certificates, keys), roles, reputation levels and
privileges in the network.
– Member Discovery and Maintenance Module: PN is a dynamic network paradigm
where new personal devices are required to be incorporated on-demand, while
previous PN members can change ownership, be compromised or disposed.
This module handles the secure lifecycle of the devices associated with the
PN, whether with a permanent or temporal relationship, including secure
device incorporation to PN (i.e. imprinting process, key and cryptographic
material exchange), refresh of shared keys and cryptographic resources during devices lifetime, as well as node disassociation protocols.
– Naming Resolution and Communication Management: receives requests from
PN members or remote devices which are willing to communicate with a PN
network node identified by a recognizable naming convention. The module
handle the request by checking the applicant node and its privileges in the
network (supported by the Authentication and Authorization module), and
later forwarding the connection to the appropriate network module (i.e. PN
Routing or Secure Context Management).
– Authentication and Authorization Module: in order to (re-)connect to the PN
and establish queries or secure connection to PN devices, both PN members
and remote nodes require to authenticate in the personal network. This module handles the secure process and, based on the node privileges, provides
authorization to the node for further interactions with the PN members
during its communication.
– PN Routing: determines the most adequate route to interconnect the applicant (local or remote) node with the requested PN network entity. The
route takes into account the mobility of PN nodes in the network, as well as
the heterogeneity in communication technologies and computational capabilities in order to locate the current position of the final node and include
the required gateway nodes in the path.
– Secure tunnel Manager : secure communications are required between PN
members and to/from remote devices and servers. However, due to the limited communication capabilities and strongly resource-constrained characteristics presented by some personal devices, secure connections cannot be
directly established between any pair of devices. This submodule is in charge
of enabling the secure communication between end-to-end nodes, including
the use of intermediate proxy and gateway nodes in the PN which may act
as a bridge between different networking technologies, adapting the security
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mechanisms used at each hop-to-hop connection in order to maximize the
security level according to the capabilities of each pair of nodes.
– Privacy policies and profile DB : manages the information regarding the user
profile and personal information, as well as the privacy policies which define
how its personal information, as well as the data stored or generated by the
PN should be managed. The process to define the most adequate privacy
policies could be based on different alternatives and it is open to innovative
proposals. In a basic approach, the user could initially select between a range
of predefined privacy levels associate to a set of privacy policies which can be
later updated and fine-tuned based on the user input during the PN lifetime.
– Secure Context Management: in charge of managing the information generated by context-aware technologies (i.e. RFID and sensor networks). This
data must be properly processed according to the security and privacy restrictions desired by the user. Based on this input, context-aware data is
properly filtered, anonymized and aggregated depending on the requesting
entity and related privileges.
In our centralized PN model, the master device has a distinguished position
featuring a global vision of the underlying network of personal devices, providing
external interfaces to wide area networks and expected continuous presence in
the network. As a result, the complete PN architecture could be deployed in the
master device which would be in charge of all the management and communication functions in the network. However, part of the modules of the architecture
and related functions could also be outsourced to other PN devices with adequate
computation and communication capabilities, as well as reliable power supply
and availability in the network. For example, a wireless base station could be in
charge of the Secure Context Management module or an advanced gadget could
store the PN Members Database or Privacy Policies and User Profile repository. This distributed network architecture may be statically defined, although
novel proposals could provide secure mechanisms for dynamic delegation of PN
functions in the network.

5

Secure Management of RFID Nodes and Sensors in the
Architecture

The integration of RFID technology in the personal network requires specific
considerations on the functions carried out by the modules of the architecture.
Following, we will discuss how this integration can be achieved, and the aspects
to be required in the architecture. In particular we will analyze the discovery
and management of personal tagged objects, the secure communication with
context-aware technologies and the enforcement of security and privacy policies.
5.1

Discovery and Management of RFID-Enabled Items in the
Architecture

As members of the PN, the personal RFID tags should also be included in the
PN Members Database in order to know which tags from the user context do
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Fig. 2. Software components of the PN architecture

belong to the network and how to authenticate and access the tag. In order
to properly manage the tags, the database should store adequate identification
data, such as the unique identification code (UID) of each tag, along with other
naming conventions which could be used in the PN to provide uniform and more
convenient naming of PN nodes (e.g. using a prefix to recognize the PN, a typeof-node code and a sufix unique code in the category), a mobile IPv6 address as
proposed in[18] or pseudonyms for privacy protecting purposes. Moreover, the
database should maintain the adequate cryptographic material and keys so that
authorized remote or PN nodes can successfully accomplish mutual authentication protocols, access and update specific memory sectors or even kill the tags.
From an ideal perspective, the deployment from scratch of a PN would allow
the selection of a (set of) common security mechanism(s) and authentication
protocol(s) to be used by all the RFID tags embedded in personal items. As
characteristics of RFID tags differ widely from basic tags which behave as state
machines with extremely limited memory to advanced tags capable of performing high level cryptographic operations (including public key cryptography), the
PN network should adopt not only one, but a range of authentication and privacy protection mechanisms, in order to maximize the security level achieved
with the resources available for each type of personal tag. This ideal solution
would allow standardizing the secure communication protocols and unifying the
management of the cryptographic materials involved in the secure storage and
key refreshment processes. However, in real-world conditions, the tags adopted
in the PN will be embedded in the personal items by different sources, so that a
wide range of heterogeneous tags, based on different RFID technology branches
and/or different authentication protocols, will coexist in the PN. Therefore, a
common set of authentication protocols (depending on the type of tag, purpose
and computational resources) could be defined for the RFID tags directly deployed for the applications of the PN, while the PN architecture (including the
PN Members Database, Secure tunnel manager or Authentication and Autho-
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rization modules) should be prepared to manage the cryptographic data and
authentication protocols required by adopted RFID tags in the PN.
As new RFID-enabled objects are owned by the user or tags are explicitly
embedded in personal belongings, these tags should be securely recognized and
included into the personal sphere. The process of incorporating an RFID tag
into the PN is managed by the Member Discovery and Maintenance Module. In
the case of virgin RFID tags, deployed specifically for PN applications, an imprinting protocol should be used to initialize the tag, exchange the appropriate
cryptographic materials (e.g. keys, pseudonyms and/or certificates) and register
the tag in the PN Members Database. The specific mechanism to securely identify the tag and imprint the adequate cryptographic materials to prepare the tag
is out of the scope of this paper and will depend on the RFID authentication
protocol(s) selected for later accesses from the wide range available in the literature. The incorporation process could require some explicit interaction of the PN
owner with the master device (or some other PN device with input/output capabilities) in order to confirm which tagged objects should be accepted as members
of the network (e.g. by selection in a display or physically bringing the reader
in close proximity of a tag) and participate in the generation or establishment
of keys with a high level of entropy (e.g. by shaking a device enabled with an
accelerometer or providing input through a keypad).
If the tag has not been initially deployed in this network, a tag ownership
transfer protocol is required to obtain the rights to securely access the tag, dissociate it from the previous owner and refresh its cryptographic materials. Several
RFID ownership transfer schemes are available in the literature[14, 15] and could
be adopted (and adapted) in the PN context. However, novel protocol proposals
could take into account the services and resources available in the personal network and the integration of the PN into wide area networks, as well as potential
explicit user interaction in order to achieve secure remote tag ownership transfer
between distant parties. In scenarios where the tag is still required in the original application where it was deployed (e.g. products under warranty which take
advantage of RFID, or private/public identification documents), the goal of the
incorporation process could change to securely share tag ownership[16] between
the PN and a external entity or the original owner could maintain its role but
enable the PN to securely access the tag by the execution of a key management
protocol or granting the required privileges to query a key management server.
5.2

Secure Access and Communication with RFID Nodes and
Sensors

In order to gather information from the pervasive computing technologies present
in the PN, obtain awareness about the user context, sense the physical parameters and conditions or recognize and authenticate the personal items in close
proximity, the PN nodes, as well as remote parties from wide area networks,
require an appropriate scheme to reach and communicate with RFID nodes and
sensors in the PN. The Naming and connection management module has a particular importance in accessing the RFID tags as it provides flexibility to remote
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devices which may use a pseudonym scheme or PN naming scheme instead of
the physical and technology specific code recognized by the tag. Moreover, the
PN routing module releases the requesting node from knowing the path to the
smart node or RFID reader where the tag can be found in reading range.
In our vision, a PN member or a remote device could be interested in the
information provided by an RFID tag in two possible ways:
– Direct access: the device wants to establish a direct communication with
the tag in order to identify the item, authenticate it, update its memory or
retrieve specific data.
– Aggregated knowledge: the device requires context-awareness about the current (or past) state where the user is immersed. For its convenience, this
knowledge can be better represented by the aggregated data provided by
RFID-enabled personal items and sensors, rather than directly accessing
each node and composing the picture on its own.
Our architecture handles both kind of interaction requirements. In case of direct
access request, the applicant first requires to authenticate itself in the PN. Once
it has been authenticated and authorized, the naming and routing modules are
responsible to resolve the identity of the requested tag as well as its current
location in the PN and provide an adequate path to reach it. In case secure
communication is required, the Secure tunnel Manager submodule supports the
establishment of a tunnel from the point-of-access of the PN to the smart node
or RFID reader close to the requested tag, or if the intermediate nodes do not
allow such a tunnel, hop-by-hop secure links inside the PN in order to maximize the security of the end-to-end channel according to the communication and
computational resources of each node in the path.
On the other side, if aggregated knowledge is required, the Secure Context
Management module is used after the initial authentication to provide the required context data on sensing parameters and personal items nearby. The context aware data is gathered and processed by the module as background procedures which make use of the secure naming and routing services provided by the
PN to access the RFID tags and sensor nodes in the network. These behind-thescenes communications between Secure Context Management and the pervasive
computing resources available in the PN could be triggered directly by a request
to the module or take place periodically to update context awareness, decoupling
the remote or internal network queries from the actual secure communications
with the RFID or sensor nodes.
The direct access mechanism allows the applicant to control the communication with the final tag at low level, in order to read or update specific information
in the tag. This approach is very convenient for example in the remote interaction
with personal documentation, as the secure communication with the advanced
RFID-enabled documents may be used to authenticate the owner of the PN and
even obtain non-repudiable proofs of interaction with the PN.
However, due to the low level communication with the final tag, controlling the fulfilment of security requirements and privacy policies becomes a binay
decision with low granularity control. That is, queries and commands to the
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tag could be blocked or forwarded, but, without filtering and processing the
raw data, granularity of disclosed personal information can not be properly adjusted. Therefore, authorization mechanisms could be reinforced increasing the
requirements to grant direct access privileges to remote devices as once the direct access is performed the low level data transferred could potentially contain
sensitive private data. Section 5.3 provides further discussion of direct access
alternatives.
On the other side, the aggregated knowledge approach allows the network
to further protect the security requirements and user privacy by filtering the
data obtained by the context-aware technologies, anonymize the specific nodes
where the data was generated and enforce the privacy policies established by the
user before the data is presented to the applicant. Therefore, this mechanism to
access personal data would allow to reduce the requirements on the applicant
node (e.g. trust/reputation levels or explicit privileges grant by user) in order to
authorize the node to interact with the Secure Context Management module, as
this module would be responsible of ensuring the privacy of the final personal
data accessed, at the cost of reducing the flexibility of the applicant node in
its interaction with the final tag, as well as burdening the PN with additional
processing tasks. Additional discussion on the use of privacy policies in the PN
architecture is provided in Section 5.4.
5.3

Alternatives in Secure Direct Access to RFID Nodes

In the direct access approach, a remote or local entity request to establish a
communication with a specific node of the PN. While the routing module could
provide a direct path to PN nodes which feature IP connectivity (including sensor nodes[17]), one or more proxy nodes will be required in case of devices based
on incompatible communication technologies or extremely constrained cryptographic and computational resources. In particular, in the case of personal RFID
tags which lack from a TCP/IP stack and feature highly constrained communication, computation and memory resources, the direct access mode (for non-local
RFID readers) requires proxy nodes to establish a bridge between communication technologies and enforce the fulfilment of the security and privacy policies
during the communication.
In the secure routing of direct access communications to personal RFID tags,
the following alternatives could be adopted (see Figure 3):
– Proxy node as a command forwarder : the remote node is first required to
contact an external interface of the PN (e.g. the PN master device) and
authenticate itself in the network. Once the applicant has been successfully
authenticated, it requests accessing a node of PN (in this study case, an
RFID tag) through any addressing scheme recognized by the naming module
and a secure tunnel is established from the remote node to an RFID reader
or smart node in reading range of the requested RFID tag.
Once or more proxy nodes could participate in the path in order to reach the
final tag, however, the secure communication links between this entities are only
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used to forward the communication between both final entities. In this case, the
remote node is required to understand the particular RFID technology which
the tag is based on and send commands which are compatible with this final
entity. The RFID reader or smart node close to the tag extract the commands
received through the secure tunnel and send them to the personal tag. On reply,
the response from the RFID tag is encapsulated and sent back to the remote
device through the tunnel.
In this scheme, apart from being able to assert compatible RFID commands,
the applicant is responsible to successfully complete the (mutual) authentication
protocol against the final tag. Therefore, the applicant should know or be able
to gather the necessary cryptographic materials (e.g. keys or digital certificates)
required in the process. In case tag ownership is shared with an external service or the tag adopted in the PN belongs to an application external to the
PN (e.g. RFID tags in private or governmental personal documentation), the
applicant could obtain the cryptographic materials from third parties (e.g. a
key management server[18]) before accessing the PN. Otherwise, the PN could
directly provide them to the applicant once he has been authenticated in the
PN. In the latter case, the PN would be responsible of refreshing the involved
keys by means of the Member Discovery and Maintenance Module (e.g. once the
communication has finished or in a periodic schedule) in order to prevent future
unauthorized communications. As direct commands are sent to the final tag, the
PN has a low control on the personal and private data recovered or modified
by the applicant; however, a proxy node in the path (e.g. the master device or
RFID reader) could further analyze the traffic flow and block those messages
which do not fulfil the security policies, warning the applicant node.
– Proxy node as a command gateway: the initial authentication of the remote
node in the PN and resolution of the final tag to be addressed and authorization is identical to the previous scenario. However, a gateway node in
the secure route between the applicant and the tag would be required to
intermediate and translate any communication between both final entities.
In this case, the applicant does not need to know the RFID standard the tag is
based on, compatible commands or required cryptographic materials to complete
the (mutual) authentication with the personal tag. The applicant could send his
commands based on a set of normalized operations for generic RFID tags, while
the gateway node would be responsible of translating the generic requests into
specific commands to be executed on the RFID tag, as well as interpreting and
translating the tag replies.
In this solution, the applicant only requires to maintain the adequate credentials to authenticate itself in the PN. Once authenticated and authorized, the
gateway node gathers the necessary cryptographic materials through the mechanisms provided by the PN and performs the (mutual) authentication with the
personal tag, therefore unburdening the applicant from the dual authentication
process and the management of credentials with the individual nodes of the PN.
The secure management and maintenance of personal tags also benefits from
the gateway approach as the required cryptographic materials in internal secure
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communications are not disclosed to external entities. Furthermore, a deeper
control is reached during the ’direct’ low level communication with the tag,
enabling a more convenient supervision of the operations and data transferred
(e.g. commands issued, memory zones accessed) in order to check sensitivity of
data and applicant privileges and enforce the fulfilment of the security policies.
Although the security and privacy in the PN is enhanced in this solution, this
approach could not fulfil purposes where a fine control of the communication
with personal tag is required by the applicant (e.g. during the authentication
and validation of RFID-enabled personal documents).
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Fig. 3. Alternatives in secure direct access to RFID nodes

5.4

User Privacy in the Access to Context-Aware Technologies

The privacy policies will have an important role in the integration of RFID
technology in the PN. These policies should be flexible enough to manage the
ecosystem of personal RFID-enabled items, as they will belong to a wide range
of categories and type of objects, as well as the potential diversity of personal
and professional remote devices and service providers who may request access to
the personal tags and their associated data. In this context, the privacy policies
should provide a mechanism to represent which categories or individual tags
maintain private data, which ones do not represent a privacy threat, when public
or restricted access to selected actors can be provided, and even which personal
data should be filtered and desassociated from the individual objects where it
was generated before being shared with external actors.
In the case of direct access to individual tags from external actors, access
control mechanisms (e.g. ACL or RBAC) can be used to define which actors
are allowed to execute which commands on which tags. Additional parameters
related to the context of the user (e.g. location, current activity or other PNs
around) could also be used in the access policies. In the case of aggregated
knowledge from multiple sensors and/or tags, the solution could also be based
on these techniques, but, in this case, the targets to be accessed would be the
types of knowledge that the PN is able to generate after processing and filtering
the sensed data, instead of the individual sensors and RFID tags.
In the literature, a relevant solution in this direction is the RFID Guardian
device which maintains a centralized security policy defining which RFID readers
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are authorized to access which tags in which situations. The device achieves its
purpose by eavesdropping the communication process and applying tag emulation tactics to block unauthorized readers. However, this device considers RFID
as an isolated technology without taking into account data generated by other
technologies to evaluate the context of the user. Moreover, it focuses on the local access to RFID tags, and does not consider the communication of personal
devices with remote service providers and PNs. Our vision of RFID technology
integrated in the PN takes into account both aspects and provides the appropriate architecture to securely access the context-aware technologies also from
WANs, while leaving the door open to specific privacy policies for this context.

6

Conclusions

As presented, the emerging personal network paradigm could benefit from the
integration of RFID-enabled personal items and BSNs, however, the special
characteristics of tagged items (e.g. passiveness, non-IP enabled, constrained
computation capabilities) and potential security and privacy risks require a PN
architecture prepared to support these context-aware technologies.
In this paper, we have defined the foundations of an adequate secure PN
architecture for this purpose. In our model, personal tags should be recognized
as nodes of the PN handling related crypto materials, naming information and
metadata on sensitive information to enable secure communications with other
members and external entities. The deployment of RFID-tagged items from
scratch would allow the selection and definition of a set of common authentication protocols to standardize personal tags management, however, the PN
should support the adoption of heterogeneous tags and incorporate mechanisms
for secure ownership transfer and sharing.
Authentication and authorization of entities are also controlled by the architecture before granting privileges in the network and enabling communications.
In our approach, requests on resource-constrained pervasive technologies would
be provided in two alternatives: direct access to final nodes and aggregated
context-aware knowledge. As previously discussed, each one presents their own
benefits and handicaps and should be managed independently, through secure
context management and direct access schemes.
On direct access, the PN would be able to resolve and establish a secure route
to reach the final node, in particular non-IP-enabled tags. As discussed, the role
of proxy nodes as message forwarders or gateway nodes does also have an impact
on the requirements of the applicant and enforcement of security requirements.
Last, but not least, the privacy policies have a crucial role in the PN and must be
able to represent which members of the PN and external parties should be able
to access which context-aware nodes or types of knowledge in which situations.
Previous research in aspects such as the integration of RFID and sensor
technologies, RFID security, secure tag ownership, access control schemes and
RFID privacy management devices could be adopted and adapted to this purpose
providing the foundations to the realization of such architecture. However, the
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global vision of RFID and sensor network technologies as components of the
heterogeneous and user-centric PN paradigm integrated in wide area networks
leaves the door open to novel proposals specifically designed for the requirements
and resources of this emerging paradigm.
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